
             Riddle #2 – Clue #2

           Clue #1

           Clue #2

Riddle prize package #2 is sponsored by Mynt Fusion Bistro and Main Street BBQ 
with gift cards and an anonymous donation of Lowell Bucks!

CLUE #2 BONUS! There has also been an anonymous donation 
with a Keiser’s Kitchen gift card.

                              

Take a stroll down the fairway, don’t be bothered by the snow

Play the middle hole, but play it down low

Take careful aim, as in golf, the hole is pinned

The answer my riddle friend, is blowin’ in the wind

It’s the 21st hole, no matter which way you play

On the fringe of a hazard, it can be seen from another fairway

Danger - stay back, it’s a chip shot by-way

Around the pin from above, pull it up from the gateway



                              LET’S HAVE SOME FUN!
When you find the medallion:  Take it with you and treat it like a lottery ticket!  It is yours to keep as a 
memory of riddling expertise. Immediately, take a selfie while holding the medallion and email the selfie, 
your name, the location you found it and your mailing address and phone number to 
LowellRiddler@gmail.com.  Lowell’s First Look may want to interview you and publish your selfie!  Your 
address is needed to send your prize package.

Always remember: The medallion is accessible 24 hours a day by the public. For now, it will always be hidden 
in the City of Lowell. It will never be on private property. It will never be buried in the ground. You may have to 
move grass, snow or leaves to see it. It is no higher than five feet above ground or it may be hanging on a 
string. Your participation in this activity is purely voluntary. If at any time you believe that the search 
conditions are unsafe or that you are unable to participate due to physical or medical conditions, then please 
discontinue participation. And please respect icy, slippery conditions and crossing busy streets.

And don’t forget: We welcome prize donations of gift cards and Lowell Bucks!  Let’s “Riddle It Forward” and 
boost Lowell businesses and create some fun at the same time!  Send those gift cards, Lowell Bucks and 
questions to LowellRiddler@gmail.com or to The Lowell Riddler, P.O. Box 883, Ada, MI 49301.  Your 
generosity will be mentioned as a prize sponsor a couple times unless you prefer to be anonymous.


